, or even trivalent Al 3+ ions, have the potential to provide gains up to 300% in energy storage density, at lower cost and with enhanced safety compared to commercial Li-ion devices. [4] [5] [6] However, realising multivalent battery technologies will require developments in both electrode materials and in the electrolytes that facilitate multivalent ion transport and charge transfer. The choice of electrolyte is critical to battery performance. 7, 8 Among many relevant parameters, high ion mobility in the bulk electrolyte and facile (de)solvation of the ion at the electrode interface are required. For example in Li-ion intercalation systems, Li + desolvation controls the kinetics of the charge transfer between the bulk electrolyte and the electrode. 1 The challenge in selecting suitable electrolytes is magnified for multivalent batteries. Indeed multivalent (e.g. Mg) salts have poor solubility and performance in the best performing Li-ion solvents (e.g., propylene carbonate, ethylene carbonate, ethyl methyl carbonate). The higher charge density of a multivalent ion, compared to Li + , is likely to contribute to a larger desolvation energy at the electrode interface and a more organised solvation structure that may impede ion mobility. 6, [9] [10] [11] Fundamental studies of multivalent electrolytes, including the nature and strength of cation interactions with solvent molecules and counter-anions, are critical to the design of new functional electrolytes and, accordingly, multivalent batteries. 5, 10, 11 The structure of an electrolyte solution can be evaluated both experimentally and computationally as a pair or radial distribution function (PDF or RDF)-the distribution of distances between pairs of atoms. Experimentally, a PDF can be determined from X-ray total scattering data providing the time-averaged local atomic structure of the electrolyte; peaks in the PDF correspond to distinct atom-atom distances in the system. In molecular modelling, the relative atom positions at a given time can be visualised as a RDF. Accurate simulations require appropriate force fields parameters, which can be selected based on correspondence to experimental PDFs. Conversely, the molecular simulations aid in interpreting experimental data.
Here, we integrate PDF measurements and computational modelling to investigate the structure and energetics of divalent solvation, particularly focusing on the features of Mg 2+ in a prospective electrolyte for multivalent Mg batteries. While the as-measured PDF includes contributions from all atom-atom pairs-not only between the multivalent cation and solvating molecules but also within and around the counter-anion-we pioneer a new approach, based on principal component analysis (PCA), to analytically isolate the cation solvation environment. This builds on an established differential approach to recover chemically specific insights by subtracting the measured PDF for an isolated component from the total PDF to obtain a differential PDF (d-PDF). While the established differential approach relies on being able to isolate and separately probe an individual component, in the case of electrolytes, the critical components (i.e. the cation and anion) can never be physically separated. Here, by analysing a series of solutions with the same counter-anion and solvent, the common atom-atom contributions can be analytically identified and subtracted to reveal to the solvation environment of the target cation. is an important candidate electrolyte system. In solvents such as glymes with low dielectric constants, pairing of cationic and anionic species can occur in solution. However, the potential for ion-pair formation is likely moderated by both the bulky structure and distributed charge density of the TFSI À anion, which may decrease the columbic interaction, and the multiple available ether oxygen donors and high donor number of diglyme, which may help solvate the Mg 2+ cation. The favourable electrochemical performance of Mg(TFSI) 2 -diglyme suggests that this particular combination of cation-anion-solvent is associated with a solvation structure and energetics that are well suited to multivalent batteries and warrants direct analysis. X-ray total scattering data for Mg(TFSI) 2 (0.4 M in diglyme) were collected at beamline 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. 17, 18 Additional data were collected for a series of TFSI-diglyme solutions of different alkali and alkali earth cations (A(TFSI) or A(TFSI) 2 for A = Li , respectively). The PDFs were derived from the total scattering data, correcting for background (measured for pure diglyme), Compton scattering, and Fourier transforming to Q max B 17.5 Å À1 as described previously.
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The as-measured PDFs for TFSI solutions with different cations show a small degree of variability, but are otherwise dominated by common features at B1.4 Å and B2.7 Å (Fig. 1b) . These shared features, corresponding to atomic distances within TFSI anions and between TFSIÁ Á Ádiglyme species, overwhelm the more dilute contributions associated with cation solvation which cannot be straightforwardly resolved.
Using PCA, the common contribution to the PDFs for all electrolyte solutions was evaluated (see ESI †). 19 The principal component includes the intra-molecular atomic distances within individual TFSI anions and inter-molecular TFSIÁ Á Ádiglyme atomic distances. The peaks observed at 1.42 Å, 2.68 Å, and 3.81 Å correspond to 1,2-, 1,3-and 1,4-(i.e., OÁ Á Á(SN)Á Á ÁS) distances within TFSI, respectively. A weaker feature at 2.13 Å may be due to a TFSIÁ Á Ádiglyme interaction. Due to conformational flexibility and dynamic motion, longer-range features are broadened to the point of being indistinguishable from the background. Differentials PDFs, which isolate the contribution from the cation solvation structure, were computed based on the analytically-derived reference PDF-the intra-molecular distance dominated principal component. These d-PDFs are expected to include features associated with the cationÁ Á Ádiglyme and cationÁ Á ÁTFSI interactions.
There are significant variations in the d-PDFs for the different cations reflecting their distinct cation sizes and solvation structures. Several well-defined narrow peaks are observed at low r with broader regularly spaced features at high r that appear beyond a threshold distance (in Mg: 0.3-0.6 Å FWHM for low r-peaks cf. 1.9 Å FWHM for high-r peaks). The narrow low r peaks correspond to the distances between the cation and the atoms of molecules coordinated in its first solvation shell (see Table 1 and Fig. 2) . Interestingly, these well-defined peaks extend to longer distances for the divalent compared to monovalent cations. This observation suggests that the higher charge of the multivalent ion contributes to reduced conformational flexibility and dynamics of the solvating molecules or constrained coordination of larger molecular species. The diffuse high-r features correspond to characteristic higher order solvation shells and are generally a consequence of atom packing of a dynamically disordered solvent without any well-defined bonding interactions. These diffuse contributions are most readily visualised in the r-weighted form of the PDFs, rG(r), which amplifies longer range features (Fig. 2) .
The first peak corresponds to a cationÁ Á ÁO distance, which varies for the series as expected based on the cation size ( 21 indicates a close, strong interaction. The second peak at 2.94 Å corresponds to The molecular configuration (Fig. 3) suggests that Mg 2+ is ca. 6-fold coordinated by O-donors from diglyme and TFSI species in the first solvation shell. Both diglyme and TFSI species are largely bidentate, chelated through O-donors, with average coordination numbers of 2.3 and 0.9, respectively. The average MgÁ Á ÁO distance at 2.1 Å that reported for aqueous Mg salts (2.0 Å to 2.12 Å). 28, 29 The sharpness of both MgÁ Á ÁO features indicates a strong interaction of the TFSI and diglyme species with the Mg 2+ cation. For TFSI, the longer MgÁ Á ÁN distance suggests direct N-coordination is hindered by the sulfonyl groups. The MD suggests a predominately linear MgÁ Á ÁO-S configuration which differs from that suggested by the d-PDF data or observed in crystalline TFSI salts. 30 This discrepancy in the bond angles and, consequently, in the longer range atomic distances which seem to be systematically offset to higher r relative to the experimental data (see Fig. S5 , ESI †), may be attributable to the non-polarisable force field parameters used which does not allow redistribution of electron density upon interaction with the cation. The relatively short MgÁ Á ÁO distances and strong first-shell solvation coordination of both diglyme and TFSI indicate that Mg(TFSI) 2 reduces the effective charge of the solvated cation, but will impact ion mobility and the kinetics/energetics for desolvation of the cation at the electrolyte surface. 31 The persistence of narrow peaks to longer distances in the experimental d-PDF for Mg 2+ can be ascribed to these ion-pairing interactions, with the coordination of larger TFSI anions contributing to longer range peaks than the smaller (with respect to non-H atoms) diglyme. Taking the extended range of narrow features in the d-PDFs as a signature of TFSI coordination and ion-pairing, suggests that ion association is a general feature of the multivalent diglyme electrolytes studied here. Similar Mg-TFSI ion pairs have been documented in ionic liquid electrolytes with electrical conductance studies of other Mg 2+ solutions suggesting a predisposition towards ion pair formation in weakly coordinating (i.e., low dielectric constant) solvents, 31 although the ultimate solution structure and degree of ion pairing likely varies with counter ion and chelating effects. 23, 32 We postulate that the level of ion pairing in diglyme in which favourable electrochemical performance has been demonstrated (an average 0.9 : 1 TFSI : Mg at 0.4 M) may provide a balance between ion mobility and desolvation energies. Longer, more chelating glyme solvents will likely reduce the level of ion pairing at a given concentration. The desolvation energy is an additional measure of the multivalent ion interactions and can be considered as the energy barrier to detach the cation from its solvent solvation shell. The desolvation energy is also directly related to the charge transfer at the electrode interface 9 and, hence, a critical design metric in the pursuit of novel multivalent electrolytes. 33 Here, the desolvation energy for Mg 2+ in Mg(TFSI) 2 -diglyme was computed using a solvent dissociative mechanism and the results are compared with a self-consistent reaction-field implicit solvent model (see ESI †). 34, 35 Removing a solvent 9 with the significant difference that Li is well solvated by the solvent molecules in these systems, while the Mg forms ion pairs. Hence, during the electrode interface charge transfer, it is expected that the Mg(TFSI) 2 -diglyme system will exhibit an additional dissociation penalty correlated with the cohesive energy of the salt.
Conclusions
This work highlights a new approach to derive chemicallyspecific PDF data that has been applied to gain insight into the solvation structure of multivalent electrolytes. Such fundamental atomic scale understanding of the solvation phenomena for working ions is a critical foundation for the design and development of novel electrolytes for multivalent batteries with high energy density, high safety, and low cost. The analytical approach presented here is broadly applicable to other electrolytes, and only requires a series of systems in which an individual component is systematically varied. The association of Mg
2+
and TFSI À in diglyme indicates that the salt is incompletely dissociated with partial compensation of the multivalent cation charge within the adduct. Such ion pairing will be an important consideration when optimising ion mobility in the bulk electrolyte and charge transfer at the electrode interface. The similar solvation structures and length scale of atomic-ordering observed in the d-PDFs for the Ca 2+ and Zn 2+ systems suggest that such ion pairs are likely a common feature of these other multivalent electrolytes.
